
READ WRITE THINK VENN DIAGRAM

This interactive tool allows students to create Venn diagrams that contain two or three overlapping circles, enabling
them to organize their information logically.

Amanda Lister is a strategic communications intern at the International Reading Association. In the circles to
the left, right, and top, students will list features that are specific to each object things that are different.
Underneath the label, students have the option of adding an item description. This interactive tool is an
excellent way to engage students in learning by integrating technology into the classroom. They can organize
similarities and differences before comparing and contrasting: three characters. They can organize similarities
and differences before comparing and contrasting: two characters. With this interactive, students learn to
identify specific concepts while organizing their information logically. Have students write characteristics on
cards or use teacher-made cards and place them in the appropriate areas of the diagram. Venn Diagrams will
help students identify shared features of two objects. Have the students rotate throughout the class and
continue to make different groups of three comparing and contrasting characteristics. If this graphic organizer
is new to students, practice with topics that have obvious similarities and differences. Teachers can use this
interactive tool across content areas, and students can demonstrate their comprehension of a topic and exhibit
their ability to identify and compare information. Students look at the author's purpose, examine multiple
viewpoints, and also recognize gaps in the text by comparing different versions of the Big Bad Wolf story.
Easily Adding a Third Circle Although some Venn diagrams may only need two circles to adequately
represent their topic, more complex Venn diagrams may need three. In her lesson plan, Students compare the
classic tale of Cinderella with a version set in the pre-Civil War South, Moss Gown by William Hooks, noting
the architecture, weather, time period, and culture as depicted in the text and illustrations. In the circles to the
left and right, students will list features that are specific to each object things that are different. Venn
Diagrams may be used in any grade level or content area. This additional text helps to provide a more explicit
understanding of the item, and shows up as a footnote on a separate page of the completed diagram. The
interactivity of the tool makes all of these adjustments easy to do. The tool allows students to create Venn
diagrams that contain two or three overlapping circles while identifying and recording concepts learned in
their lessons. Use this activity to re-teach or as a culminating activity. Once student have filled out their name
and a title for their Venn diagram, the interactive tool automatically creates the diagram starting with two
circles. At the end of a unit, chapter, or literature piece, have the students use a Venn Diagram to compare and
contrast main characters that they have learned about. First they choose a label for their item, which can then
be placed inside one or both of the circles, depending on how it applies to the two topics they are comparing.
In addition, once students are finished working, they can similary save, print, or e-mail the final versions of
their Venn Diagrams. Once the third circle is created, students may need to reposition or resize the two
existing circles by simply clicking on the circle and dragging it, or clicking the black tab with the arrows to
resize or repositioning or resizing items inside the circles. If this graphic organizer is new to students, practice
with topics that have obvious similarities and differences. They could compare their army size, general
population, war technology, strategies, leadership, and motivations. Younger kids placing only a few items
may choose large, while older students may choose medium or small to be able to fit more items on the
diagram. Venn Diagrams may be used in any grade level or discipline. The Venn diagram will print on page 1,
with footnotes printing on page 2. Use information from completed Venn Diagrams to further practice writing
compare and contrast statements with the Compare and Contrast Tool Kit. Students can work on their
diagrams individually or in groups, and teachers can display the tool on their whiteboards for an in-class
exercise. Have students compare and contrast topics by moving around from circle to circle explaining why
they have chosen each spot. Butterfield from Ellensburg, Washington. Lesson Plan Ideas Venn Diagram is a
highly customizable tool and can be as interactive as you want it to be. Students can work in pairs to complete
the diagrams. First, students are prompted to write their name in the first field. Students can also print and
e-mail their draft version if saving to a device is not possible. On the bottom of this tab, they also have the
option of choosing a size for the item, including small, medium, and large.


